
Pre-manufactory  
Guyanese Wood 

Ferried to Trinidad for
 finishings (energy cost 
and labor qualifications) 

Export to USA or Europe

Project for local development becomes feasible
while Guyana develops its infrastructure

Facilitating renewable energy from lost electricity, bolstered by
green energy funding and the establishment of PPPs within the
energy sector

--  Alternative Sustainable Energy Solutions for the Caribbean

Creating a template to bring solar panel and other technology
platform to the region, triggering the stimulation of job growth
in 100s within the green technology and energy sectors

A maritime transportation framework built on a lower-cost,
logistical ecosystem and a sustainable energy platform which will
support the realisation of increase profitability and strengthening
of exports with regards to the movement of goods across the
region

The creation of a crypto mining campus to bring a clean solution to the
blockchain support system with no impact on the cost of electricity in the
region. The diversity on energy source in the region through public private
partnership will be a case study for the world.

Temporary Labour Migration for contract workers 
 domiciled in Trinidad while employed in Guyana

Tourism
Economic benefit of increase movement of people
between islands

Manufacturing
An integrated transportation network that is
commercially viable, that boosts the
movement of locally produced, manufactured
best-of-products in the region with initial trade
facilitation among The Golden Triangle™ 
 (Caribbean countries need to integrate their
economy for development and ability to
compete in the world is possible)

-- The Benefits of the archipelagic geography of The Golden Triangle™ 

Diversifying the logistics network for the region –
reduction of total reliance on container shipping

Labour

Solar Panel

Crypto

- On average,  40% of power is lost within 24hrs
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Increase international and cross country trade and
distribution of food; entering the premium market for
produce

Impacting the socio-economic environment by bringing
investment in low-income areas

Dominican Republic has an example of fuel generation 
through trash

Creation of jobs and empowering the local community

--The development of an Agribusiness investment platform

Providing farmers across the Caribbean with access to Israel’s world class experts,
its innovations and a support community, to help build momentum for agricultural
modernisation to impact the region, expand their expertise and become drivers of
positive change.

Consolidation of master contracts for the logistics need of
the agri-business across regional players

Boosting agricultural productivity and promoting agriculture
as an engine of economic growth

Development of a billion dollars export business to Europe
and the US

Buiding Capacity

Smart Farming

--Providing solution to the Caribbean waste problem

Helping with the energy independence of the Caribbean

Waste to Energy

Shaping a trash recycling centric culture

Introduction of smart farming/Israeli 
technologies to the region
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 A devised government in simplifying the process of
the real estate acquisition by American

A partner of the development of the retirement
communities in the Caribbean

The possibilities of the Caribbean becoming a major
player into the mining commodity market.
Aggregate Mining - Silica Case

--Building Mining Capacity

A partner of the development of diaspora
communities in the Caribbean

Facilitating the process of foreign real estate
acquisition

Training and education programs (United States construction code)

Pleion Inc - Space development proposal of the Amazonica Hotel and
Georgetown Waterfront
Highway and road infrastructure with 100% financing 
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Creation of high skilled, high paying jobs

-- Augmenting green energy solution in the region

The creation of country-wide solar
mega plants with 100% financing
minimum 300 megawatts project


